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ABSTRACT: The " Ashtapailu Raja ShivChatrapati web Application " is a multifaceted web application dedicated to 

the life, legacy, and history of Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. This project encompasses various features, including e-

commerce for selling Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj-related merchandise, profiles of event management professionals, 

detailed information on historic forts, and interactive maps for exploration. Moreover, the application offers an 

extensive learning section, catering to users at different levels of expertise. Beginners can access introductory materials, 

including biographies and books about Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. Intermediate learners will find deeper insights into 

his life and reign, while the advanced section presents historical letters and evidence from his era. In addition to these 

core features we are going to introduce some for features through which user can explore about Chatrapati Shivaji 

Maharaj , engage in discussions through a community forum, and access content in multiple languages. The project 

aims to serve as an educational resource, offering curated materials, newsletters, and updates to enrich the 

understanding of Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj's remarkable history. The " Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Web Application" 

seeks to be a comprehensive and engaging platform for individuals interested in learning, exploring, and celebrating the 

enduring legacy of Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Ashtapailu Raja ShivChatrapati is an organization which was formed by our team leader Mr.Vedant Ganesh Karanjule 

in 2020.In which we study about the all-rounder personality of Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj by a technical perspective 

and trying to tell about Shivaji Maharaj 'a person guiding us in every field of life' , we also organize various social as 

well as educational events for providing today's youth a valuable knowledge about their future career , personality 

development , management skills , leadership etc.The Ashtapailu Raja ShivChatrapati  

 

Web Application is a comprehensive web application dedicated to Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj's life, legacy, and 

history. It features e-commerce for selling merchandise related to Maharaj, profiles of event management professionals, 

historic fort information, and interactive maps. The application also offers a learning section for users of different 

expertise levels, with introductory materials for beginners, deeper insights for intermediate learners, and advanced 

sections for historical letters and evidence. The project aims to serve as an educational resource, offering curated 

materials, newsletters, and updates to enrich understanding of Maharaj's remarkable history. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

There are no similar concept related to our project & There is no such system existing till now. 

There are amazon and flipkart such sites available for purchasing books but there is lack of many rare books and also 

lack of info about the books and what type of knowledge it will provide. There is google Wikipedia available for 

information about historical sites &history. justdial like platform is available for Event Managers Profiles ,but there is 

no such platform where all these services available at one place . 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

 

The project aims to develop a user-friendly web application that serves as an educational resource for individuals 

interested in learning about Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. It ensures global accessibility of information about Maharaj's 

life, achievements, and contributions. The application also provides youth guidance, offering resources for 

understanding and implementing the ethics and skills of Maharaj in their lives. 

The project also offers an event management system to empower young individuals in organizing events related to 

Maharaj's legacy using available resources. Users can acquire merchandise related to Maharaj, fostering a sense of 

connection and pride  

in his legacy. 

The archive system divides Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj into three categories: Beginners, Learning, and Advanced, 

helping students find books based on their understanding capacity. The system aims to provide a comprehensive and 

user-friendly solution for book purchasing and library access. 

The event management system allows new and emerging youth to create profiles with information about their previous 

programs, pricing, mobile number, and location, enabling successful execution of large-scale events. The project also 

aims to improve tourism and visits to Maharashtra's over 300 forts, museums, and historical places by providing quick 

and important knowledge about them. 

Lastly, the project plans to launch its own products of various categories for business. 

IV. CONCLUSION  

 

The internet has become a crucial resource in modern business, benefiting both entrepreneurs and customers. The 

Shivaji Maharaj Web Application provides a comprehensive platform for users to find information about the store. 

Surveys show that consumers are impulsive and stay on a site within seconds. The project aims to provide easy 

navigation, data retrieval, and feedback for users, offering an ecommerce website for selling books products online. 

The design is designed to be similar to a shop interior, ensuring customer satisfaction. 

Provide guidance and resources for today's youth interested in understanding and implementing the ethics and skills of 

Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj in their lives. 
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